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The central tenet of the Geometric Clutch hypothesis of flagellar beating is that the
internal force transverse to the outer doublets (t-force) mediates the initiation and
termination of episodes of dynein engagement. Therefore, if the development of an
adequate t-force is prevented, then the dynein-switching necessary to complete a
cycle of beating should fail. The dominant component of the t-force is the product
of the longitudinal force on each outer doublet multiplied by the local curvature of
the flagellum. In the present study, two separate strategies, blocking and clipping,
were employed to limit the development of the t-force in Triton X-100 extracted
bull sperm models. The blocking strategy used a bent glass microprobe to restrict
the flagellum during a beat, preventing the development of curvature in the basal
portion of the flagellum. The clipping strategy was designed to shorten the
flagellum by clipping off distal segments of the flagellum with a glass microprobe.
This limits the number of dyneins that can contribute to bending and consequently
reduces the longitudinal force on the doublets. The blocking and clipping strategies
both produced an arrest of the beat cycle consistent with predictions based on the
Geometric Clutch hypothesis. Direct comparison of experimentally produced
arrest behavior to the behavior of the Geometric Clutch computer model of a bull
sperm yielded similar arrest patterns. The computer model duplicated the observed
behavior using reasonable values for dynein force and flagellar stiffness. The
experimental data derived from both blocking and clipping experiments are fully
compatible with the Geometric Clutch hypothesis. Cell Motil. Cytoskeleton
44:177–189, 1999. r 1999 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The axoneme of eukaryotic cilia and flagella is an
autonomous oscillator, which can generate rhythmic
repetitive beating in isolation from the parent cell [Bro-
kaw, 1961]. This property has also been demonstrated in
mammalian sperm [Lindemann and Rikmenspoel, 1972].
Beating and swimming, indistinguishable from that of an
intact organism, can be reconstituted in demembranated
flagella by providing Mg-ATP and a suitable medium
[Gibbons and Gibbons, 1972; Lindemann and Gibbons,
1975]. The underlying mechanism that allows the axo-
neme to function as a self-contained oscillator is still a

matter of speculation. A series of recent reports have
advanced a hypothesis that the transverse component of
force (t-force) acting on each of the nine outer doublets is
used by the axoneme to regulate, or gate, the turning on
and off of the dynein motors [Lindemann, 1994a,b, 1996;
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Lindemann and Kanous, 1995, 1997]. This ultimately
results in coordinated episodes of interdoublet sliding.
The t-force can be calculated numerically, and a computer
model based on this hypothetical mechanism for regulat-
ing the dynein bridges can simulate the beating of cilia
and flagella [Lindemann, 1994b]. This computer simula-
tion is called the Geometric Clutch model. A specially
crafted version of the Geometric Clutch model has also
been developed to simulate the beating of bull sperm
[Lindemann, 1996]. The computer model specific for bull
sperm incorporates the influence of the large outer dense
fibers on the stiffness and torque development in a bull
sperm flagellum. The dominant component of the t-force
arises when the flagellum is bent. An outer doublet that is
under tension or compression will experience a sideways
displacing force (t-force) proportional to the magnitude
of the tension (or compression) multiplied by the local
curvature of the flagellum [a more comprehensive presen-
tation can be found in Lindemann, 1994a]:

t-force5 longitudinal force3 curvature (1)

If the premise of the Geometric Clutch hypothesis is
correct, the progression of the beating cycle would be
interrupted if the t-force were not sufficient to bring about
the engagement (activation) or dissociation (deactivation)
steps in the cycle of dynein regulation. Considering
equation 1, the most direct and obvious interventions that
could reduce the t-force in a functional flagellum would
be to: (1) Prevent attainment of a sufficient curvature in a
portion of the flagellum, thus limiting the size of the
t-force, or (2) Decrease the longitudinal force on the
doublets by reducing the number of contributing dyneins.
The first one of these can be accomplished by blocking
the bending of the flagellum with a stationary object
(blocking strategy). The second intervention can be
accomplished by shortening the flagellum by microdissec-
tion, thereby decreasing, in linear proportion, the number
of participating dynein arms (clipping strategy). Both
experiments are feasible and can be accomplished by
micromanipulation using a glass microprobe. The Geomet-
ric Clutch hypothesis predicts that the beat cycle should
arrest when the t-force falls below an effective threshold
limit needed for switching.

In this report, we explore the behavior of beating,
detergent-extracted sperm when they are subjected to the
blocking and clipping strategies designed to reduce the
t-force. We find the predicted arrest of the beat cycle in
response to both procedures. We also compare the real
flagellar response to the response of bull sperm in
computer simulations subjected to a similar set of restric-
tions. We find remarkable similarity between the outcome
of the bench experiments and the computer-simulated
equivalent using the Geometric Clutch model for bull
sperm.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Procedures
Sperm preparation. NOBA Inc. (Tiffin, OH) sup-

plied bovine semen diluted in a milk-based extender. The
samples were shipped weekly on ice in an insulated box
and received the next day in the laboratory where they
were stored at 0–5°C and used within 4 days.

Samples of bull sperm were washed from the
milk-based extender by diluting 4 ml of the semen
solution in 6 ml of sodium citrate buffer (0.097 M sodium
citrate, 2 mM fructose and 5 mM magnesium sulfate, pH
7.4). This mixture was then centrifuged at 960g for 10
min and the supernatant discarded. The remaining pellet
was re-suspended up to 10 ml with sodium citrate,
centrifuged, decanted, and repeated once more. After the
third wash, the pellet of cells was brought up to a final
volume of 4 ml with sodium citrate. This 4 ml of
sperm/citrate solution was used as the stock sperm
solution.

Reactivation.For each reactivation, 4–8 µl of stock
sperm solution (dependent on concentration as it varied
from week to week) was added to 3 ml of a reactivation
mixture in a cell culture dish. The reactivation mixture
(pH 7.8) was composed of 0.024 M potassium glutamate,
0.132 M sucrose, 0.02 M Tris-HCl (Fisher Scientific,
Itasca, IL), 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) (Roche, Indianapo-
lis, IN), 1 mM magnesium sulfate, 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.1%
Triton X-100 (Pierce, Rockford, IL), 1 mM ATP (Fisher
Scientific), and 0.003 mM cAMP (Roche). Reactivated
sperm were placed in a shallow glass slide chamber
accessible to micromanipulation. This procedure is simi-
lar to that presented in Lindemann [1978].

Videography. Experiments were recorded using a
GBC (CCTV Corp., South Hackensack, NJ) CCD-500B
camera mounted on an Olympus IMT-2 microscope,
which was connected to a Panasonic VCR (model
AG-1730) and monitor (model WV-5410). Tracings were
made using the jog shuttle feature of the VCR, which
displays a half scan of each frame, yielding an effective
framing rate of 60 frames per second.

Blocking experiments.The blocking experiments
required elaborately fashioned microprobes. Borosilicate
capillary tubing (1 mm O.D./0.58 mm I.D.) was pulled to
a tip size of approximately 2–3 µm using a Sutter
Instrument Company (Novato, CA) model P-87 pipette
puller. The distal 40–100 µm of the microprobe was then
bent into an 80–90° angle on a Narishige MF-79 micro-
forge (East Meadow, NY).

Sperm for manipulations were selected that had
adhered to the glass slide by their head and showed
unobstructed movement of the beating flagellum. The tip
of the microprobe was then positioned as a vertical barrier
in the path of the beating flagellum. Probes were dipped
in 12 M HCl, rinsed with deionized water, and blotted dry
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with a tissue prior to usage to minimize sticking between
the probe and flagella. When the flagellum appeared to
arrest against the probe, the microprobe was slowly
moved away, from either the midline of the beat cycle or
away from the head of the sperm cell, until the farthest
point at which the arrest was maintained. The probe
position that resulted in arrest of the flagellum and the
corresponding curvature was measured from tracings of
videotaped recordings.

Clipping experiments.For this set of experiments,
microprobes were pulled using an Industrial Science Inc.
pipette puller. Microprobes were pulled from 1 mm
O.D./0.58 mm I.D. borosilicate capillary tubing to a tip
size of approximately 3–8 µm with a taper length of
approximately 7 mm. Reactivated sperm cells were
allowed to settle and adhere their heads to the glass. Only
sperm cells that were fully adhered, with their flagella
free to beat, were used for data. These short microprobes
were used like a knife to cut off distal portions of the
flagella of a beating bull sperm. Segments of the flagel-
lum were subsequently removed until the flagellar length
equaled approximately 10–15 µm. Beat frequencies and
flagellar curvatures at the corresponding flagellar length
were collected from traced videotaped segments of the
experiments.

Curvature measurements.All radius of curvature
measurements were obtained by matching computer
generated concentric circles of known radius (cm) to the
curve of the flagellum and correcting for screen magnifi-
cation [Lindemann et al., 1991]. Values were converted
into radians/cm.

In all instances, measurements were obtained on the
side of the beat, P or R, that the flagellum was at when the
beat arrested due to blocking or clipping by a microprobe.
In other words, if the flagellum was blocked while
moving in the P-bend direction or it arrested on the P side
of the beat, then the radius of curvature was measured on
the P side of the beat.

For the blocking experiments, the region of the
flagellum with the tightest curvature, proximal to the
blocking microprobe was measured. Typically, this was
located in the first 20 µm of flagellar length. To estimate
the critical curvature needed for switching, curvatures
were measured only when the flagellum was at the
maximum curvature that produced a sustained arrest of
beating (Fig. 1).

The clipping experiment curvature measurements
were done by measuring the region of flagellum that had
the tightest curvature, without regard to its location along
the length of the shortened flagellum. Measurements
were typically obtained within the proximal 3/4 of the cut
flagellum.

Computational Procedures

For the computer-simulated experiments, the
Geometric Clutch model as described originally in Linde-
mann [1994b], was used with specific modifications that
customize the model to the size and physical structures
of a bull sperm [Lindemann, 1996]. In brief, the bull
sperm version is 60 µm in length (30 segments at 0.0002
cm each), and has a tapered stiffness consistent with
the value from Lindemann et al. [1973]. There is also a
customized incorporation of the effects of the outer dense
fibers on the interdoublet sliding, and on the active
moment generation. No modifications were made to the
method of calculating the t-force, active moments, or any
functional part of the model simulation. However, for
the purposes of the current study, a translation of the
original Q-Basic program into C11 was used. This
decreases the computational time by 80%. The program
was also modified to make it possible to do simulated
experiments without interfering with the overall opera-
tion of the Geometric Clutch algorithm. These necessary
modifications are described here. The source code may
be obtained by request from the corresponding author
(lindeman@oakland.edu).

Blocking strategy. The bull sperm model program
as earlier described, already had an option of keeping the
basic (first) modeling segment fixed. This mode of
operation is the equivalent of having the head of a real
sperm immobilized on the glass slide, with the remaining

Fig. 1. Radius of curvature measurements for a bull sperm flagellum
blocked by a microprobe. A beating Triton-X100 extracted bull sperm,
reactivated with 1 mM MgATP, was manipulated with a glass
microprobe to get an arrest of the beat cycle. A tracing of a videotaped
recording of one experiment shows that as the probe is moved away
from the midline of the beat and down the length of the flagellum, four
different, maintained, beat arrest positions are obtained. Numbers 1
through 4 correspond to these successive flagellar blocking points,
wherex indicates the position of the blocking microprobe. Thearrows
and lines indicate the region on the flagellum (tracing 4) where
concentric circles of known radius (dashed circle) were matched to the
curve of the flagellum at the most extreme block position to obtain the
radius of curvature (r). This corresponds to the point of maximum
flagellar curvature where beat arrest is maintained for this cell.
Although the flagellum was full length, it is not shown completely in
the tracing, as the distal portion was out of the plane of focus. Bar5 5
µm.
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flagellum free to beat. In order to simulate the effect of a
microprobe positioned in the field of the beat, an experi-
mental function was written that could be called from
within the main modeling function. In this way, upon
return from the experimental function, the ongoing simu-
lation would continue with only certain specific changes
necessary to simulate the desired experimental condi-
tions. The returned information specified a position along
the flagellum where the probe was placed and a screen
coordinate at which impact would occur. An ‘‘if’’ state-
ment in the main iteration loop of the modeling program
was triggered when a flagellar position other than ‘‘0’’
had been specified. Further logic evaluation determined
whether the flagellum had contacted the specified impact
point. If such an impact occurred in a particular iteration
loop, the driving torque values for all of the segments of
the flagellum between the base and the impact point were
countered by an equal and opposite torque, reflecting the
Newtonian equilibrium with the immovable probe. It is
important to mention that the torques were only coun-
tered if the direction of the torque was in the direction
prohibited by the block.

After initiating the block, the model was allowed to
continue and calculate the new position of the flagellum
on this basis. This way of mimicking the action of a
blocking probe did not interfere with the ability of the
simulated flagellum to move, bend, or reverse the direc-
tion of the dynein bridges. Reentering the experimental
function could be used to remove the blockage in just the
same way as the initiation of the blocking. This method of
performing the calculation avoided locking any position
of the flagellum into a specific x, y coordinate. This
ensured maximum freedom and minimal interference
with the Geometric Clutch part of the program. Initially, it
did result in some drift of the blockage position since
there was no mechanism to prevent drift. To counter this
drift, a modification was written into the blocking algo-
rithm that smoothly distributed a small angular correction
to the segments between the probe and the base if, and
only if, the drift was in the direction to be blocked by the
probe. Movements in the opposite direction were never
adjusted, so that if at any time the driving torque favored
movement away from the obstacle, the flagellum was free
to respond.

Clipping strategy. Adaptation of the bull sperm
computer model to simulate clipping was fairly easy to
achieve since the model was originally designed so that
the segment length could be adjusted to model specific
sizes of cilia and flagella [Lindemann, 1994a,b]. The only
complications encountered were the tapered stiffness
(due to the tapered ODFs) and the corrections to sliding
and torque based on ODF spacing [as given in Linde-
mann, 1996]. These two considerations were handled by
maintaining an array of stiffness and ODF spacings based

on a 60 µm length. As segment length is reduced, the
stiffness and ODF spacings closest to the position of the
segment in absolute units of length (cm) were read to a
new length-corrected 30-element array. This new, cor-
rected 30-element array was then used as the data for the
simulation at the shorter segment length. This assured
that the shortening was a true representation of just the
appropriate flagellar length for both the full and shortened
lengths that are presented here. The algorithm that
balances drag torque and driving torque was also ana-
lyzed and adjusted to optimize the balance between drag
and driving torque at the clipped lengths.

RESULTS

Experimental Results

Bull sperm, which were demembranated with Tri-
ton X-100 and reactivated with 1 mM MgATP, were
allowed to swim and attach themselves to the glass
surface of a slide chamber. Sperm which were securely
stuck by their heads (no pivoting motion) were used as
experimental test subjects for micromanipulation and
microdissection.

Blocking experiment. The free motion of the
flagellum was blocked by the positioning of specially
pulled and shaped glass microprobes. The microprobes
were made into an ‘‘L’’-shaped tip with a microforge.
This was done so that when the tip was placed on the
surface of the glass slide, the probe formed a vertical
obstacle that could be positioned anywhere within the
field of the beating flagellum. When this barrier was
positioned so that the flagellum impinged on the upright
shaft of the glass probe, the flagellum was forced to bend
sharply and slide over the obstacle or cease its motion in
the region between the probe and the sperm head. If the
probe was positioned anywhere in the proximal half of
the flagellar length, the consistent result was for the
flagellum to arrest pressed against the glass probe, as seen
in Figure 2.

In some cases, the flagellum completely ceased to
move. In other cases, the portion of the flagellum distal to
the probe continued to produce a complete or partial beat
on its own. Care was taken to ensure that the flagellum
was not immobilized by being stuck to the glass probe.
The probe was always withdrawn slowly after each arrest
to ensure that it came away from the flagellum freely
without pulling on the sperm. When possible, the probe
was withdrawn in the direction of the beat stroke. We
found that as the probe was withdrawn in this way the
arrested portion of the flagellum would, suddenly and
dramatically, resume its participation in rhythmic beating
when the portion of the flagellum between the probe and
the sperm head reached a critical degree of bending in the
direction of the forming principle (P) or reverse (R) bend.
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This free escape further ensured that the arrests we were
observing were not the result of flagellar adhesion to the
glass, but were a result of sustained flagellar force
generated in the direction of the beat.

Table I summarizes the maximum flagellar curva-
tures that maintained an arrest in the P and R directions.
Note that the maximum curvature necessary for switching

direction of the beat is greater in the P-bend direction than
in the R-bend direction. In other words, a minimal
amount of R-bend curvature appears necessary for rever-
sal of the beat in R-bend arrests. In spite of the fact that
the required R-bend curvature was smaller, it is signifi-
cant that arrest reversal was not achieved until the
proximal portion of the blocked flagellum crossed an
imaginary midline of the beat cycle (as defined by the
long axis of the sperm head).

It is also noteworthy that even when the portion of
the flagellum distal to the probe maintained some degree
of continued beating, the portion of the flagellum proxi-
mal to the probe maintains pressure and contact with the
probe in the original direction of the beat. This can only
be explained if the dynein bridges in the proximal portion
of the flagellum cease to participate in the reversal of the
beat cycle and continue to exert force in the original
direction. We have confirmed that force is maintained by
blocking the flagellum with very slender microprobes that
bend in response to the force of the flagellum. In both P-
and R-bend blocks, the deflection of the microprobe is
maintained for the duration of the blocking event.

Clipping experiment. A straight, strongly tapered
microprobe was used like a knife to slice off varying
lengths of a sperm’s flagellum. After clipping, the flagel-
lum would often be temporarily stuck to the glass surface.
The glass probe tip was then positioned under the
flagellum to lift the flagellum free from the slide. This
procedure had little effect on the ability of the shortened
flagellum to beat, at least up to a critical length of
shortening. Cutting to half of the total length of the
flagellum (30 µm) seemed to have little deleterious effect
on the coordination of a smooth and repetitive beat cycle.
In fact, as can be seen in Figure 3, shortening the
flagellum usually resulted in a slight increase in the beat
frequency as the flagellum was reduced in length from 60
to 30 µm. This is likely a consequence of reduced fluid
drag on the flagellum. Below 30 µm, flagella exhibited
increased irregularity in the beat cycle with sporadic and
transient pauses being observed in the 20–30 µm range of
lengths. An abrupt transition to longer duration arrests
occurred at lengths between 20 and 15 µm with sporadic,
spontaneous jumps between two terminal positions (Fig.
4A). A graph of the tip angle of a 32 µm shortened
flagellum and a 20 µm shortened flagellum illustrates this
transition (Fig. 5). The curvatures of the two terminal
positions, for clipped arrests, are summarized in Table I
for flagellar lengths in this range. Just as was found for
the blocking experiment, the arrest curvatures are differ-
ent in the P- and R-bend directions. For spontaneous
arrest in shortened flagella, the difference is not as great
and the R-bend arrests are not as close to straight as the
termination limit in the blocking experiments. At lengths
less than 15 µm, flagella showed little or no switching

Fig. 2. Blocking the flagellar beat with a microprobe. Images were
taken from videotape recordings of Triton-X100 extracted bull sperm
reactivated with 1 mM MgATP. The same sperm is shown in all four
photos and is stuck to a glass slide by its head.Left: Flagellum freely
beating in the direction of the forming P-bend (A) and R-bend (C).
Right: Microprobe blocking (preventing) the formation of the P-bend
(P- block) (B) and the R-bend (R-block) (D). In both instances, the
flagellum has arrested while pushing against the probe for longer than
the period of the beat cycle.Arrows indicate the original direction of
motion and the point of contact between the flagellum and the
microprobe. Bar5 10 µm.

TABLE I. Mean ( 6SD) Flagellar Curvature of Arrested Bull
Sperm Models When Subjected to Blocking or Clipping*

P-Blocks R-Blocks

Curvature
(radian/cm)a

Block
position (µm)b

Curvature
(radian/cm)

Block
position (µm)b

Mean (n5 11) 1830 20 2480 17
SD 6440 64 6380 65

P-Clips R-Clips

Curvature
(radian/cm)

Flagellar
length (µm)

Curvature
(radian/cm)

Flagellar
length (µm)

Mean (n5 7) 11,000 17 2450 17
SD 6220 63 6280 63

*P-Blocks, principle bend; R-Blocks, reverse bend.
aCurvatures in the P direction were assigned a positive value.
bBlock position is equivalent to the length of the flagella from the base
to the point of contact with the probe.
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between the two terminal positions (Fig. 4B). Interest-
ingly, prodding this length flagellum with the microprobe
would often cause it to flip-flop between two stable end
positions.

Computational Results

The Geometric Clutch computer model specifically
customized to a bull sperm flagellum [Lindemann, 1996]
was used to simulate the blocking and clipping experi-
ments. The modeling parameters used in this study are
given in Table II. It was our goal to keep the virtual
experiments as close as possible to the bench experi-
ments. We used the same version of the bull sperm
computer model described in earlier publications with the
following modification: the published model was written
in Q-Basic and has since been translated into C11,
which was used for the simulations presented here.
Several specific modifications were needed in order to
simulate blocking or clipping the flagellum in the context
of a computer simulation, as presented in Materials and
Methods.

Blocking simulation. When a virtual obstacle was
positioned in the beat path of the simulated flagellum, the
simulated flagellum arrested against the obstacle while
continuing to produce interdoublet torque in the original

direction of movement. Termination of the blocking
algorithm resulted in the flagellum resuming its move-
ment in the original direction. Figure 6 shows a tracing of
the movement of a reactivated bull sperm from the
blocking experiment next to the computer simulated
equivalent. The computer simulation was at all times free
to move away from the vertical obstacle if the driving
torque experienced by the flagellum was appropriately
directed. However, such a reversal of direction was not
observed when the obstacle was positioned in the central
2/3 of the free-range beat and near the middle of the
flagellum. In some circumstances, the distal unrestricted
part of the flagellum continued to exhibit a limited range
of motion. Examination of the values in the computa-
tional array for storing summated dynein bridge force
indicated that the dyneins in the region between the base
and the obstacle remained ‘‘on’’ during the arrest. This is
consistent with the interpretation that the t-force mediated
switching of the R- and P-bend bridge sets was impaired
by preventing curvature development. Both R- and P-
bend blocks were obtained with the simulated flagellum
(Fig. 6).

Several observations confirm that the arrested mo-
tion observed with the model does not result from
inadvertent immobilization of the flagellum by the block-
ing algorithm. Firstly, as mentioned above, the dynein
bridges between the block point and the base remained
‘‘on’’ during the entire arrest. Secondly, deactivating the
block algorithm resulted in the resumption of the beat in
the original direction of motion. Thirdly, and perhaps
most importantly, transitional block positions could be
found in both P- and R-bend directions where a transient
arrest against the block position occurred, followed by
switching and spontaneous release, as shown in Figure 7.
These events are the ultimate proof that the simulated
flagellum is in fact free to move out of the block if and
when switching is triggered by reaching the necessary
t-force threshold. This transitional behavior was achieved
closer to the midline axis of the basal segment in the
R-bend direction than in the P-bend direction, a finding
that is similar to the result obtained with real flagella.

Our initial assertion was that the blocking strategy
would work by reducing the t-force that could be
developed in the basal region of the flagellum where beat
reversal normally takes place. Examination of the t-force
array in the computed simulation confirmed that in a
successful block, the peak t-force was reduced consider-
ably below the t-forces produced in the freely beating
model. The maximum t-force developed in the model
during a P-bend ranged from a high of approximately 1
dyne/cm in the full-length simulation to less than 0.3
dyne/cm in the arrested P-bend state. The maximum
t-force developed in an R-bend reached 0.6 dyne/cm in

Fig. 3. Beat frequency of clipped flagella. Beat frequency measure-
ments from five videotaped sperm, sequentially shortened by clipping,
are plotted as a function of flagellar length. The frequency typically
shows a small increase when the flagellum is shortened, followed by a
dramatic decline to zero hertz at approximately 15 µm (circles). The
computer simulation, scaled to the parameters in Table II, shows a
similar behavior at 60, 30, and 15 µm flagellar lengths (squares).
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the full-length simulation, and was reduced to below 0.3
dyne/cm in arrested R-bends.

Clipping simulation. Figure 8 shows a side-by-
side comparison of traced and computed bull sperm beat
patterns for full length (Fig. 8A,B), half-length (Fig.
8C,D), and arrest length (Fig. 8E–G) flagella. In order to
get a consistent total arrest that matches the experimental
result (15 µm), the bridge force per dynein head had to be
set at 13 10 –7 dyne, when the basal stiffness is 53 10-12

dyne · cm2 and the nexin elasticity is 0.03 dyne/cm (a
complete list of the modeling parameters is given in Table
II). When the flagellum is shortened to 30 µm, the beat is
regular and shows a small increase in frequency, parallel-
ing the experimental result (Fig. 3). Perhaps the most
surprising observation was at intermediate lengths be-
tween 20 and 15 µm, where the beat becomes progres-
sively irregular and shows periods where it becomes
‘‘stuck’’ near the two terminal positions of the beat (Figs.
5 and 8G). This is seen in both the real and modeled
sperm. Furthermore, the transient arrests at the R-bend
side of the beat exhibit less curvature than those at the

P-bend terminals do. Examination of the bridge attach-
ment profiles in the P and R arrested conditions indicated
that the bridges are uniformly locked ‘‘on’’ in the P-bend
arrest. The R-bend arrest is characterized by only some of
the R-bend bridges near the base being locked ‘‘on’’ and a
residual of active P-bend bridges locked ‘‘on’’ near the
distal end of the shortened flagellum. The difference in
the active bridge profiles of the P- and R-arrests may
explain the difference in curvature found for the two
arrest configurations. This difference was seen in both the
real and modeled arrest behaviors (Figs. 4A and 8E–G).

OVERALL RESULTS

The blocking and clipping arrest behavior of the
bull sperm computed simulation was sensitive to the
selection of modeling parameters, which must be speci-
fied to run the model flagellum. Finding the best fit
between the observed behavior of reactivated cells and
the model helps to guide the selection of realistic values
for the parameters used in the model. The parameter

Fig. 4. Transition and arrest behavior in clipped bull sperm. In (A: )
Sperm displays the transition between regular beating and fully
arrested behavior where the flagellum moves between two extreme
positions with a somewhat irregular beat. (B:) Flagellum is arrested

with a small persistent curvature in one beat direction. The transition
between the two patterns shown is at a flagellar length of approxi-
mately 15 µm. Bar5 10 µm.
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values, which gave the best fit to experimental data, are
presented in Table II.

When the base-level bridge attachment probabili-
ties were slightly modified for the blocking simulations,
the beat pattern tracings of reactivated cells and the
computer output were more closely matched. Both P- and
R-block arrests were obtained without this adjustment,
but the match to the experimental results was not as close
as those obtained with the modified parameters. The
modeling parameters as given in Table II imparted a
natural-looking waveform to a full-length (60 µm) simu-
lation of an intact bull sperm, and a half-length shortened
bull sperm. The results from both experiments compared
to tracings of reactivated bull sperm are shown in Figures
6 and 8. The modeling parameters used for the simula-
tions presented here also yielded a beat frequency of 3
Hz, which is in the range of the beat frequencies of real
bull sperm at 23°C (2–6 Hz), as shown in Figure 3.

A clipped flagellum in the P-bend configuration
provides an opportunity to estimate the actual magnitude
of the t-force threshold at beat arrest. The measured
curvature for a P-bend arrest (1,000 radians/cm from
Table I) can be multiplied by the passive stiffness of the
flagellum to find the bending torque. When the value
from Lindemann et al. [1973] is used for stiffness of a bull
sperm flagellum near the base (4.03 10–12dyne · cm2), a
bending torque value of 4.03 10–9 dyne · cm is obtained.
The linear force on the doublets can be found from the
bending torque, if a reasonable value is assigned to the
working diameter across the axoneme. There is some
uncertainty regarding the actual value to be used for the
working diameter in the middle of a short (17 µm)
arrested segment. However, the value must lie between
2.03 10-5 cm and 2.73 10 –5 cm in the region of interest
[Lindemann, 1996]. Dividing the bending torque by these
working diameters gives values in the range of 1.5– 2.03
10 –4 dyne for the linear force on the outermost and
innermost doublets. When multiplied by the maximum
curvature of the arrested segment, this yields a t-force of
0.15–0.2 dyne/cm. In practice, the measured curvatures
are at best an average curvature over a length of flagellum
at least 5 µm long. Therefore, the estimated t-force is also
an average for the basal 5 µm of flagellum. To obtain a
similar estimate of t-force from the arrested computer

Fig. 5. Tip angle measurements of clipped reactivated bull sperm
flagella and the beat pattern output from the Geometric Clutch
computer simulation for a shortened bull sperm. The change in tip
angle (degrees) as a function of time (one frame5 0.0167 sec) for a
beating bull sperm flagellum shortened to 32 µm (- - -) and 20 µm (—)
by a glass microprobe. The dotted line shows the midline of the beat.
Inset: Beat pattern output from Geometric Clutch computer simulation
for a 21 µm length bull sperm flagellum. In the computer simulation,
every 100th iteration is displayed for 2,000 iterations (one iteration
equals 0.0005 sec; total time 1.0 sec). When shortened to lengths in the
20-30 µm range, both the real and computed flagellum show irregular
beating and arrests of variable duration at each end of the beat. Aside
from the computed version arresting more frequently at the R-bend end
of the cycle, its behavior is strikingly similar to that of a real flagellum.

TABLE II. Modeling Parameters for Bull Sperm Simulations

Length 0.006 cm
No. of segments 30
Functional diameter (D)a:

Between doublets/ODFs 2
and 4 1.0 to 1.953 1025 cm

Between doublets/ODFs 1
and 5–6 1.46 to 3.253 1025 cm

Iteration interval 0.0005 sec
Drag coefficient 0.025 dyne cm22 sec
Passive stiffness (IE)b 0.42 to 5.03 10212 dyne cm2

Force per active dynein head 1.03 1027 dyne
Elastic constant per nexin

link (KE)c 0.03 dyne/cm
Transfer coefficient P-R 0.2
Resting probability of dynein

bridge attachment: Figures 6 and 7 Figures 3 and 8
For principal bend bridges 0.07 0.06
For reverse bend bridges 0.02 0.04

Dynein heads per µm:
In principal file 200/µm
In reverse file 200/µm

aFunctional diameter is based on the spacing between doublets 2–4, and
between doublets 1, 5–6. This adaptation uses the inter-ODF spacing
between elements 2 and 4 (or 7 and 9) for t-force calculation, and the
full spacing between elements 1 and 5–6 was used for the bending
torque calculation. Additionally, the range of inter-ODF spacing from
the tip to the base of the flagellum is shown.
bValues are the range of stiffness from the tip to the base of the
flagellum.
cBased on 100 nm nexin spacing.
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simulation, the t-force in the basal segments up to 5 µm
(data from the first 9 segments) was averaged. The
resulting values were also averaged from five separate
iterations. This gave a value of 0.21 dyne/cm for the
t-force in the basal 5 µm of a P-bend arrested 17 µm
flagellar segment. This is the same average length of the
experimental data in Table I. It is important to note that
experimental and computer estimates of t-force are
independently derived and yet are quite similar. The
maximum t-force, which occurs at the first and second
modeling segments, for the same simulation was 0.3
dyne/cm. Bridge switching would most likely be initiated

by the maximal t-force rather than the average. Thus, the
higher value may be closer to the actual critical value
necessary for switching. The same extrapolation to the
maximum basal t-force in the real flagellar segment
yields a range of 0.21–0.29 dyne/cm for the projected
switching threshold in a real cell.

It is important to qualify these results with the
cautionary disclaimer that the estimate of the critical
t-force threshold in a real flagellum isentirelydependent
on the value used for the passive stiffness. The stiffness
value used here is an estimate based on a hydrodynamic
analysis of elastic recoil data performed in an earlier

Fig. 6. Experimental and computer simulated blocking arrest behavior
of bull sperm. Beat pattern tracings from a videotaped blocking
experiment of bull sperm shows the frames immediately prior to
initiation and during the R- and P-bend blocks (A,C, respectively).
Next to the tracings are the computer-simulated outputs for R- and
P-blocks (B,D, respectively) that show the behavior of the Geometric
Clutch model for bull sperm when parameters are similar to experimen-
tal blocking conditions. The computed simulation shows a prolonged
arrest of the beat against the imposed obstacle that is similar to the
observed experimental result. For each beat pattern, time is presented

as a function of the number of frames for reactivated sperm tracings
(one frame5 0.0167 sec) and the number of iterations for the computer
output (one iteration5 0.0005 sec). For the computer simulations,
every 40th iteration is displayed in B and every 20th in D. The first and
last iterations displayed are labeled S and F, respectively. All illustra-
tions are displayed at a constant scale for ease of comparison and the
black squareindicates the position of the blocking microprobe. The
heads of the computer modeled sperm are drawn in for aesthetics in a
configuration similar to the experimental tracings. Bar5 20 µm.
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study [Lindemann et al., 1973]. Unfortunately, the recoil
measurements in the original analysis were near, or
within, the boundary layer of the microscope slide. For
this reason, it is likely that the stiffness value based on
recoil time is low, and consequently the t-force estimate
provided here would likewise be low. The t-force value
derived from the computer model is dependent on
stiffness and the amount of force generated by the

dyneins. Therefore, the values given here from both the
model and the experimental data should be considered
tentative. Further refinement of the critical t-force value
must await a direct measurement of flagellar stiffness and
force production.

DISCUSSION

The utility of a theoretical model must be judged by
its predictive value and its conformity with observation.
In this report, two very basic predictions of the Geometric
Clutch hypothesis have been put to experimental tests.
The Geometric Clutch mechanism utilizes the t-force,
which is the product of curvature and cumulative dynein
force, as the main switching determinant for regulating
dynein activity. Experimental regimens that restrict either
the curvature or the total dynein force should impact the
switching mechanism. The regimens chosen as predictive
tests of the Geometric Clutch hypothesis were, firstly, to
limit curvature development during the beat cycle by
using a glass microprobe as a mechanical barrier and,
secondly, to decrease the total contributing dynein force
by microdissection. In both cases, the predicted failure of
switching in the beat cycle was observed giving rise to an
arrest of the beat, accompanied by evidence of sustained
force production during the arrest. In the blocking
experiment, the sustained force was directed against the
microprobe. In the case of the clipped flagella, the force
was directed against the stiffness of the basal region of the
flagellum leading to a curved final arrest configuration.

The computed simulations of the blocking and
clipping experiments yielded arrest behavior comparable
to that seen in the real cells. In the computed simulations,
it is possible to examine the t-force values and the
resultant dynein bridge configurations. The restrictions
imposed by blocking and clipping greatly reduced the
t-force developed in the basal region of the flagellar
simulation. Examination of the t-force values in the
computed model confirm that both the blocking and
clipping strategies are effective in lowering the maximum
attained t-force to well below the normal t-force devel-
oped during a completed flagellar beat. In the computer
model, this is the factor that leads to switching failure.
The preliminary analysis of the t-force developed in
flagella experimentally shortened to arrest lengths gives a
range of t-force from 0.15– 0.2 dyne/cm in P-bend
arrested flagella. This finding supports the possibility that
reduced t-force may also be the cause of the arrest as it is
in the computed model. This estimated value is critically
dependent on the passive stiffness used in the force
calculation. It is not yet possible to calculate comparable
t-force values from the blocked flagella, as one would
need a direct measurement of the torque acting on the
arrested segment, a value that is currently unavailable.

Fig. 7. Computer-simulated block and spontaneous escape of a bull
sperm flagellum. The Geometric Clutch computer model beat pattern
output is shown for a bull sperm flagellum subjected to blocks in the
R-bend and P-bend directions of beating (A,B, respectively). When
blocking positions mimic the extreme experimental blocking condi-
tions, the computed simulation shows a short arrest of the beat against
the imposed obstacle and spontaneous escape to normal beating. This
confirms that the algorithm that simulates the blocking event is not in
any way preventing the flagellum from reversing direction and
escaping from the block. It also provides a computed version of the
extreme limits of block position where a block is not permanently
maintained. These extremes roughly coincide with observed experimen-
tal results. For each beat pattern, time is presented as a function of the
number of iterations with every 40th iteration displayed (one iteration5
0.0005 sec). Theblack squareindicates the position of the blocking
obstacle. The heads of the sperm are drawn in for aesthetics. S indicates
the first displayed iteration and F the final. Bar5 10 µm.
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Fig. 8. Beat patterns of experimental and computer-simulated bull
sperm subjected to flagellar clipping. The beat patterns are shown for
full-length bull sperm flagella from a videotape tracing of a live cell (A)
and the output of the Geometric Clutch computer model for full-length
bull sperm (B). Also presented are the traced beat pattern for a
half-length Triton X-100 extracted bull sperm flagellum reactivated
with 1 mM MgATP (C) and the computer-simulated beat pattern for a
half-length flagellum (D). Beat arrest occurs in reactivated bull sperm
when the flagellum is shortened to 15 µm by clipping (E). This
flagellum remained in a P-bend configuration for 49 frames and an
R-bend configuration for 23 frames of the total 78 frames. Computer
simulation outputs of a beat arrest are presented for a 15-µm basal

flagellar fragment (F) and a transitional 17-µm basal fragment that
shows two arrest positions (G). In G, the P arrest is transient and is
followed by a longer duration R arrest. Note the large number of
iterations that have been displayed in the arrest figures (F and G). All
figures are displayed at a constant scale for ease of comparison. For
each beat pattern, time is presented as a function of the number of
frames for live and reactivated sperm tracings (one frame5 0.0167
sec) and the number of iterations for the computer output (one itera-
tion 5 0.0005 sec). For the computer simulations, every 30th iteration is
displayed in B and D, every 10th in F, and every 60th in G. S indicates
the first displayed iteration and F the final. Bar5 15 µm.
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Estimates of the t-force, both from the model and the
experimental data can only be further refined if actual
measurements of the stiffness and the bending torque
produced by a flagellum in arrest are obtained. Direct
force measurements of a bull sperm flagellum are cur-
rently underway in our laboratory.

The experimental results presented here are qualita-
tively and, at least on first examination, quantitatively
consistent with the Geometric Clutch hypothesis. Our
experimental results are very similar to the behavior
predicted by the computer simulation of a bull sperm
flagellum that is based on the Geometric Clutch mecha-
nism. We can not dismiss the possibility that other
hypothetical mechanisms of axonemal functioning might
also be compatible with these experimental observations.
Unfortunately, there is at present no way to test the
relative merit of other proposed mechanisms by similar
comparison of calculated and experimental behavior. The
most notable and widely held alternate hypothesis con-
tends that the rotation of the central pair acts as the gating
mechanism for activation of the dynein arms. This
scheme has been proposed based on work carried out on
other flagellar systems [Omoto and Kung, 1979, 1980;
Omoto and Witman, 1981; Huang et al., 1982; Kamiya et
al., 1982; Huang, 1986]. However, structural evidence
suggests that in mammalian sperm, the central pair is
anchored in a partition formed from doublets number 3
and 8 linked by the intervening spokes [Linck, 1979;
Lindemann et al., 1992; Kanous et al., 1993]. None of the
observations in the current study require a centralized
coordinating mechanism, such as central pair rotation, to
explain what is observed.

The Geometric Clutch hypothesis predicts that
arrest will occur in all eukaryotic cilia and flagella when
the critical t-force for dynein bridge alternation is not
achieved. Therefore, the phenomena reported here for
bull sperm needs to be observed in other eukaryotic
systems to determine if it is a general finding for all cilia
and flagella. There is direct evidence that blocking a
compound cilium in the course of its beat produces a
prolonged arrest against a microprobe [Kinosita and
Kamada, 1939], and that such arrests are accompanied by
sustained force production [Yoneda, 1960]. This suggests
that arrest behavior due to blocking may be a general
phenomenon. Arrest due to shortening is harder to verify
in simple cilia. The computer model predicts that a much
shorter arrest length would be found in simple flagella
due to the absence of the ODFs and fibrous sheath. The
greater stiffness of bull sperm requires that more dynein
force must be generated to bend the flagellum. Therefore,
a simple flagellum could reach a similar threshold of
t-force with a smaller total dynein force by attaining
much greater curvature. Still, there is some evidence to
suggest that such arrest behavior is exhibited by very

short flagella [Goldstein, 1981].Adetailed direct compari-
son of live and modeled behavior of theChlamydomonas
flagellum is currently underway in our laboratory.

It may be possible to understand what is happening
in the real flagellum by examining the model during
stages of arrest. If the computed simulation is a valid
indicator, then we may surmise that P-bend arrests, in
both the blocking and clipping experiments, are due to
failed termination of the action of the P-bend bridges. In
other words, the basal ‘‘P’’ dynein bridges are locked
‘‘on’’ during a blocking arrest. In the clipping version of
R-bend arrests, there may be a more complicated switch-
ing failure. In this instance, transfer of control from the
R-bend bridges back to the P-bend bridges fails, leaving
the R-bend bridges in the basal part ‘‘on,’’ but with a
distal group of P-bend bridges also ‘‘on.’’ If the computer
model is presenting an accurate picture of what is
happening in the two types of arrest, this may account for
the different flagellar curvatures and shapes exhibited at
the two arrest points (Figs. 4, 8G, Table I).

In summary, two predictions derived from the
Geometric Clutch hypothesis have been directly con-
firmed by experimental results. Firstly, switching arrest
occurs with maintained force production if the curvature
is blocked from reaching a critical limit in an intact
flagellum. Secondly, a critical length limit exists in bull
sperm (approximately 15 µm), that prevents switching
between the P- and R-wave phases of the beat cycle. In
addition, we have shown that a computational model
based only on the Geometric Clutch hypothesis can
duplicate the experimental results with remarkable accu-
racy. These findings support the possibility that the
Geometric Clutch hypothesis is a valid conceptual frame-
work for understanding flagellar functioning.
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